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"Modern Man...in the topmost tiers of polymer, glass, and steel,
dangling his pulsing legs, surveying at a distance the writhing
life of the planet."
Lewis Thomas,
from Lives of a Cell
"The remainder of the forests will be gone but for tiny patches by
the year 2000," says Gary Snyder (Practice of the Wild, 176).
Helen Frost writes about the Exxon-Valdez oil spill:"The oil
cannot be cleaned upthe most anyone hopes for is dispersal" (4).
And J. Baird Callicott says "the rate of [species] extinction during
the last quarter of the twentieth century may reach something
over 100 species a day" (129).These statements imply
something about what weas a culturevalue.Snyder's
prediction about the ruin of forests is essentiallya statement
that we don't value forests aesthetically, but value themas a
commodity.Frost's warning about the remains of the Exxon oil
spill says that we value ecosystems only as far as theyare of
human use.And the figure Callicott givesa 100-a-day species
extinction statisticsays that we place little or no valueon
nonhuman life.Writers like Snyder, Frost, and Callicott are part
of a growing number of people who believe that environmental
problems in America are essentially debates about value.The
problema central assumption of Occidental moral thoughtisiv
that value can be ascribed to the nonhuman world only insofar as
itis good for the sake of human beings (Godfrey-Smith, 497).
This is an anthropocentric system of values, one that posits
humans as the only significant entity on Earth, and people like
Snyder, Frost, and Callicott are pointing out the limits of such a
system.
But is an anthropocentric system the only system of values
available to us?Wallace Stegner says "no." "We can as a nation
supply some other criteria than commercial and exploitive
considerations" (194).Centering on human interest, Anthony
Saville says we can change our values "if we frame a [new,
different] vision of the world" (Eaton, 93).In fact, a number of
thinkers are becoming increasingly persuaded that our
anthropocentric morality is inadequate, that we need a "new
morality."And yet "a new moral framework...is not something
that can be casually conjured up in order to satisfy some felt
need" (Godfrey-Smith, 498).
I would like to argue that nothing needs to be "conjured up" at
all:an alternative to anthropocentricism is available to us nowand
has been since at least 1836. We can look at three "checkpoints" in
the evolution of environmental theory as proof of this.First,
Emerson lays a foundation for environmental value theory with the
publication of his book Nature.In this work Emerson develops a
paradigm that emphasizes biocentric rather than anthropocentric
values by making spiritual insight the end result of recognizingv
nature's aesthetic value."Emerson opened the way to an aesthetic
and even religious delight in natur[e]" (Brooks, 36).Second, Aldo
Leopold proposes a similar aesthetic in the early 20th century, a
value system that "calls attention to the psychic-spiritual rewards
of maintaining biologicalintegrity and diversity" (Calicott, 245).
And third, asIwill show in looking at the contemporary writing of
Gretel Ehrlich, Gary Snyder, Wendell Berry, Mary Oliver, and A. R.
Ammons, we can see that an aesthetic much like Emerson's and
Leopold's exists right now.In short,Ifind all these writers
describing an aesthetic basis with which we may view nature that
leads to a system of ethical values.What they advocate is a "moral
framework" whichIcall noticing.As I see it, we don't need a "new
morality":we need only turn to the existing one these writers
describeand acknowledge it.The Art of Noticing:An Essay on Contemporary
EcologicalWriting
Emerson, Leopold, and Noticing
Wordsworth's God had his dwelling in the light of setting
suns.But the God who dwells there seems to me most
probably the God of the atom, the star, and the crystal.
Mine, ifIhave one, reveals Himself in another class of
phenomena. He makes the grass green and the blood red.
Joseph Wood Krutch
from Two Worlds
In his book Nature, Emerson points out a problem with the way we
look at our environment."To speak truly, few adult persons can
see [my italics] nature....[or] At least they have a very superficial
seeing" (11).Emerson lists everything around usthe ocean,
trees, clouds, rocks, plants, animalsand (quoting George Herbert)
says:"'More servants wait on man / Than he'll take notice of."
His emphasis is on the word notice; his argument is that we walk
past the world around us with a sloppy degree of attention toit.
"We see nature," Emerson would say, "but we don't notice it."
In Nature, having stated the importance of awareness,
Emerson then takes us through various examples showing how
perception leads to respect and feeling for everything around us.
This move rests on the premise that "goodness" and "beauty" are
but "different faces of the same All" (30).Simply put:in being2
aware of nature's beauty, we can't help but act kindly toward her.
But the argument runs deeper than this.Emerson sees beauty as
the first step of a kind of ethical staircase.Once aware of
beauty we can rise step by step to an ethical attitudetoward
nature.
Let's consider one of Emerson's examples. Whenwe notice,
"we speak of nature in this manner[:]we have a distinct...poetical
sense in mind....We mean the integrity of impressions made by
manifold natural objects.Itisthis which distinguishes the stick
of timber of the wood-cutter, from the tree of the poet" (10).In
contempory aesthetic language, Emerson's wood-cutter thinks of
trees in terms of consequential value (Eaton, 126):trees are
valuable because they lead to something else,money for instance.
This is also called instrumental value:trees are valuable for the
sake of something else which we value (Godfrey-Smith,497).But
Emerson's poet sees a tree's inherent value;itis prized for
itself alone, not for what money itwill bring, or what it can be
used for.The poet sees the texture of the tree's bark, the bony
skeletons of its leaves, and imagines the tree'sage, considers its
height and stability.The poet notices a tree because of the
attention given to the object.The wood-cutter, however, regards
a tree merely as a stick of wood, a commodity, a source of
income.But Emerson argues thatbecause of its inherentvalue
we should give careful attention to all of nature."The sky, the
mountain, the tree, the animal, giveus delight in and for3
themselves," Emerson says.
...almost all the individual forms are agreeable to the
eye...the acorn, the grape, the pine-cone, the wheat-ear, the
egg, the wings and forms of most birds, the lion's claw, the
serpent, the butterfly, sea-shells, flames, clouds, buds,
leaves... (Emerson, 20)
If we, like Emerson's poet, are attentive, "each moment of the
year has its own beauty, and in the same field,it beholds every
hour, a picture which was never seen before, and which willnever
be seen again" (Emerson, 23).
So Emerson describes a particular kind of attention.Marcia
Eaton says such attention is requisite for aesthetic thinking:
only when our attention is directed can we think aesthetically
(Eaton, 143).According to Godfrey-Smith this is because
aesthetic thinking is a kind of holistic or systemic thinking that
requires us to attend seriously to the interrelations ofan object.
Itis more than thinking;itis "coming to see, feel, and
understand" (500).
Emerson is disapointed with thinking that "lacks unity" and
"lies broken and in heaps."His demands that we "come to look at
the world with new eyes."This is the crux of Emersonian value
theory.His claim is that in noticing nature's inherent value,
something profound takes place.Our attitudes shift.Things
begin to boil inside us.His theory rests on the premise thata
moral law lies at the center of everything natural, and in theact
of truly noticing this moral law becomes manifest inus:all4
things begin to "preach to us" (Emerson, 53). In noticing, a
connection is made with nature and something is triggered.Our
thinking changes.In Emerson's words, something "is converted in
the mind into solid and sweet wisdom" (58).
We can see this transformation in as taking place in three
steps whichIwill call the three stages of noticing.These are
the steps of the moral staircaseImentioned.First, "Nature...is
seen and felt as beauty" (Emerson, 24).Initially, simple,
conscious attention is given to an object, watching a
hummingbird for instance.Second, "In proportion to the energy
of...thought and will, [the observer] takes up the world into
himself" (25).By concentrating on a hummingbird, we begin to
think about hummingbirds, considering their color, the quick,
sporadic motion of their flight, how tiny they are.Emerson would
say the hummingbird becomes the "object of the intellect" (28).
Third, after we've begun to seriously study a hummingbird, "the
moral law [that] lies at the center of nature... radiates [to
us]...this moral sentiment which thus scents the air, and grows
the grain, and impregnates the waters of the world" (53).It's as
if morality is a kinetic, moving energy that we can tap into by
concentrating on beauty, and as a result of it, we are inclined to
act more ethically."We apprehend the absolute," Emerson says,
"we exist."
I see the transformation Emerson describes as an early
articulation of what Leopold calls the land ethic, the idea that we5
are all members of a community of interrelated parts.Emerson,
however, began by stating this aesthetically:"Nothing is quite
beautiful alone:nothing is but beautiful in the whole" (30).With
such a statement Emerson defines a natural relationship, that the
community to which an object belongs is the source of its beauty.
So for Emerson, concern and sympathy for nature, as well as the
desire to protect and preserve itethical choicesare immediate
natural responses to recognizing the aesthetic valuethe beauty
of nature.In a larger sense, Emerson is bridging the fissure of
Cartesian metaphysics (that there is a division between
conscious minds and natural substances) by providing a scheme of
values according to which concern and sympathy for our
environment is immediate and natural, and the desirability of
protecting and preservingitisself-evident (Godfrey-Smith, 501-
2).
In A Sand County Almanac Aldo Leopold makes several
claims that parallel Emersons'.Instead of a poet, Leopold picks a
frontiersman for his example.He says Daniel Boone saw the
forests and prairies as "pure essence.""Boone's reaction
depended not only on the quality of what he saw, but on the
quality of the mental eye [my italics] with which he saw" (291)
Boone, like Emerson's poet, perceives properlyhe notices nature.
The poet and Daniel Boone examples both suggest more than justa
way of seeing, but instead a whole scheme of thinking:noticing.
"The disquieting thing in the modern picture," says Leopold, "is6
the trophy-hunter who never grows up, in whom the capacity
for...perception...is undeveloped, or perhaps lost."Leopold's
trophy-hunter is Emerson's wood-cutter, both for whom "the sky
is less grand" (Emerson, 14).
Leopold believes the way we view nature "expands through
successive stages of the beautiful to values yet uncaptured"
(102).Like Emerson, he describes an aesthetic basis with which
we may view nature. So in Sand County we find the same three
stages of noticing that Emerson describes in Nature.Ultimately,
the argument is this:by emphasizing noneconomic values, and
instead aesthetic values, our way of looking at nature changes
(Callicott, 245).First let me briefly show the parallels between
Emerson's and Leopold's writings.Then we can look more closely
at Leopold's aesthetic.
Emerson puts the first stage of noticing like this:
"Nature...is seen and felt as beauty."As if restating Emerson's
idea, Leopold says, "Our ability to perceive quality in nature
begins, as in art, with the pretty" (102).You will recall in
Emerson's second stage, nature becomes the "object of our
intellect." Similarly, Leopold says thinking about nature is "an
intellectual as well as an emotional process" (203), and "no
important change in ethics was ever accomplished without an
internal change in our intellectual emphasis" (246).Regarding
the third stage of noticing,Emerson says "the moral law [which]
lies at the center of nature...radiates [to us]."His emphasis is on7
the interrelation of this "moral law," thatitruns through various
elementsair, grain, waterand then to us.Emerson is putting
human consciousness on the same level as inanimate nature.
Leopold makes this same move; he says, "We can be ethical only
in relation to something we can see, feel, understand, love, and
have faith in" (251).For Leopold, in the third stage of noticing
we realize "that the individual is a member of a community of
interdependent parts...includ[ing] soils, waters, plants, [and]
animals" (239).We arrive at this thinking by first paying
attention to beauty.
We can even see Leopold as a case study of Emerson's
aesthetic.In "Thinking Like a Mountain," Leopold himself moves
through the three stages of noticing, from aesthetic to ethical
thinking.He recounts eating lunch one day with friends on a high
rimrock and spotting a pack of wolves."In those days" Leopold
says, "we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill a wolf.
In a second we were pumping lead into the pack" (138). When he
finishes shooting, he climbs down from the cliff to look at the
wolves he has shot.He finds an old wolf down and a pup dragging
its leg into an impassable rock slide."We reached the old wolf in
time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes," Leopold says.
"I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was
something new to me in those eyes" (138).
It's as if there are two Leopolds:one before and one after
the wolf incident.The "two Leopolds" differ in that one sees a8
wolf while the other notices the wolf.Before killing the animal,
Leopold sees only what hunters see in wolves:predators that kill
game.But after shooting the wolf, "watch[ing] a fierce green fire
die in her eyes," he realizes something vital has been destroyed.
As a result of the incident, Leopold sees the ethic inherent in
nature that Emerson describes:"A moral being...respects a living
thing," Leopold later writes (Nash, 66).
From this incident, Leopold gains a perspective that leads
him to several compelling arguments for the value of nature.For
the economic-minded forester, says Leopold, "some species of
trees have been 'read out of the party...because they grow too
slowly, or have too low a sale value" (249).A better model, he
suggests, is one where "non-commercial tree species are
recognized as members of the native forest community" (249),
where the trees' intrinsic value outweighs their instrumental
value.Similarly, in "Goose Music," Leopold asks, "What isa wild
goose worth?" (228).He proposes an aesthetic answer because
we can't put a dollar value on the sight of a big gander sailing,
honking, at daybreak; this is like a poem, he says.And "isit
impious to weigh goose music and art in the same scales?"
(Leopold, 229).
For Leopold, like Emerson, the value of wilderness "boils
down...to a question of...humility"; we must realize nature "gives
definition and meaning to the human experience" (Leopold, 279).
We did not create natureit created us (Nash, 149).So, Leopold's9
and Emerson's theories depend on changing established cultural
attitudes about nature. Specifically, they askus to notice nature,
and this will in turn change how we think about it.For Emerson
and Leopold, ethical behavior with regard to nature is empathyfor
nonhuman inhabitants of the earth; we develop this empathy by
reconsidering the way we look at nonhuman inhabitants.
In actuality,I think Emerson and Leopold are relyingon the
hope that in taking the time to recognize and appreciate simple
beauty, the cogs of the human mind will eventually spin out larger
concerns and questions about the proper place and function of
humans in the Earth's ecological community. Some of these
questions and concerns might at first be anthropocentrically
minded or of consequential or instrumental value, butIthink
Emerson and Leopold are confident this is onlyan intermediate
stage.They believe intellectual consideration of nonhuman
inhabitants leads to questions of their intrinsic value, andthus
nonanthropocentric, ethical conclusions.
Here's proof of the process.I have a friend, Dave, who I
persuaded to take his Nikonrather than his Winchesterdeer
hunting this year.I agreed to pay for an unlimited supply of film
for the trip.Dave came home with several rolls of photos of two
deer he had seen, and he admitted he hadnever "looked at deer
that way before."This is the first stage of noticing:simply
focusing on the way you perceive nature, theway you listen,
smell, taste, touch, and see what is around you.10
Weeks later, my friend confessed to having spent a
sleepless night wondering about things like this:
Is killing a deer really more pleasurable than watching it?
Would I rather show my friends a deer steak, or an 8 x 10
glossy of the animal in its natural habitat?Would I rather
have a freezer full of deer meat, or know that the animal is
still out there, alive, in the woods?Would I rather take my
son to shoot a deer or to watch a deer?
This is the second stage of noticing.My friend is considering the
way he thinks about deer, considering his values.At this stage he
might give up cutting wood and become a poet.
As for the third stage, acting morally, respecting a living
thing,Ihope Dave arrives at this stage before going hunting next
year.But I think Emerson and Leopold would say it doesn't depend
on whether he decides to watch or hunt for deer; it depends on the
attitude with which he does either.The difference is largely "a
matter of consciousness" (Leopold, 230).What's important is
whether my friend sees a deer as having intrinsic value rather
than merely instrumental value. Ithink Emerson would agree
with Leopold that "the ethics of sportsmanship is not a fixed
code, but must be formulated and practiced by the individual"
(Leopold, 232), and that noticing leads to just such a code of
ethics.
I'd like to see my friend go through a dramatic change.For
instance Leopold writes that he had once heard of a boy who was
brought up an atheist.11
He changed his mind when he saw that there were a
hundred-odd species of warblers, each bedecked like a
rainbow, and each performing yearly sundry thousands of
miles of migration about which scientists...did not
understand. (230)
But noticing doesn't entail such a profound epiphany for everyone.
I'll be happy to see my friend work himself through the three
stages of noticing and examine deer hunting "in terms of what is
ethically and aesthetically right" (Leopold, 262).Moving through
the three stages of noticing is a difficult process.The authorsI
will look at next offer models of such a transformation.Gretel
Ehrlich, Wendell Berry, Mary Oliver, Gary Snyder, and A. R.
Ammons all write with Emerson and Leopold's paradigm in mind.
They write to remind us that (as Emerson puts it) "More servants
wait on man than he'll take notice of."12
Noticing and Contemporary Nature Writing
In "Solace of Open Spaces," Gretel Ehrlich writes that "by the
1850s the Oregon and Mormon trails sported bumper to bumper
traffic" (9).She says we live in a world where "true wilderness
has been gone since the time of Lewis and Clark's journey" (8).It
bothers her that the world seems to be shrinking, a feeling she
has because people are taking up more and more of the planet's
space.This is an important occurrence for hera tragedy.Space
is a serious issue for Ehrlich.Lynn Ross-Bryant says Ehrlich is
"concerned with how the land reflects and shapes the spirit that
lives in and withit" (340).
For Ehrlich, Wyoming's open, stretching landscape
represents something healthy."One of our evening
entertainments [is] to watch the night sky" (14).She talks about
the moon rising, the sun setting, watching the stars trace their
paths, and feeling "balanced."She is reaching for something
here, something to explain her relationship with the world.
Thoreau grappled with something similar while at Walden Pond.
He concluded:"There is commonly sufficient space about us" (us
meaning he and all the wildlife at the pond)."Our horizon is
never quite at our elbows...I have, as it were, my own sun and
moon and stars, and a little world all to myself" (Krutch, 201).
At Walden for Thoreau, just as in Wyoming for Ehrlich, the purity13
of the landscape represents purity of thinking; space is a
metaphor for a frame of mind.But "the sky, lately," Ehrlich says,
"seems to be much more crowded than it used to be"; "we counted
eighteen [satellites]in one hour's viewing" (14).
We might see Ehrlich as the modern rewriter of Thoreau's
Walden Pond passage with regard to recent environmental
changes, but her point is the antithesis of Thoreau's, that there is
insufficient space about us.She takes issue with our
relationship to the wild, making a clear statement that we are
less and less an interdependent part of it, more and more a
dominator of it.She doesn't use grand rhetoric about species
extinction and global warming, but simply walks out into the
field on her ranch, looks up, and reports the clutter.Ehrlich's is a
straightforward kind of appeal to the present situation:she can't
see the stars through all the satellite traffic.
Ehrlich has this sense of compression because "there is no
wilderness left [in Wyoming]" (8).What was once a "big room of
space" is now stretched with barbed wire:"the integrity of the
land, the freedom to ride anywhere on it,[is]lost," she says (10).
But more than that is lost.She writes:
Space has a spiritual equivalent and can heal what is
divided and burdensome in us.My grandchildren will
probably use space shuttles for a honeymoon trip or to
recover from heart attacks, but closer to home we
might also learn how to carry our skins.Space
represents sanity...(15)
For Ehrlich, spreading out leads to clearer thinking.She recalls14
the way Native American Indians lived:"Space was life" (8).She
says in her native Wyoming's open space, "values crystalize";
people are just more "tenderhearted" (11).In fact, the "don't
fence me in" mentality of Wyomingers makes them suspicious of
big government (Ehrlich, 12).Ross-Bryant says Ehrlich has found,
in the metaphor of space, the "meeting point of nature and spirit"
(349).
Ehrlich's stance is remarkably similar to a contemporary of
Emerson's, George Perkins Marsh, a 19th century scientific
conservationist.In "Observation of Nature" Marsh argues that
humans have caused the "decay" of the earth."Man is everywhere
a disturbing agent" says Marsh."Wherever he plants his foot, the
harmonies of nature are turned to discords.The proportions and
accommodations which insured the stability of existing
arrangements are overthrown" (33).And, like Ehrlich, Marsh
arrives at this thinking by noticing, what he calls "the exercise
of the eye.""It is agreed on all hands that the power of
multifarious perception and rapid discrimination may be
immensely increased by well-directed practice" (11).
This is the perspective many modern nature writers and
ecophilosophers have acquiesced, a raised consciousness of our
need for interdependence with nature based on noticing.Bill
Devall and George Sessions, editors of the volume Deep Ecology,
say Ehrlich's intuitions are not anomalous; her response is part of
"the awareness by many people that something is drastically15
wrong, out of balance in our culture" (Devall and Sessions, 2).
Like Ehrlich and Marsh, Devall and Sessions say "humans need
direct contact with untrammeled wilderness, places
undomesticated for narrow human purposes" (8).
So Ehrlich continues the tradition of Emerson and Leopold by
writing to change the way we look at the environment.Wendell
Berry and Gary Snyder also provide an alternative to an
anthropocentric way of looking at nature, a paradigm that
emphasizes biocentric rather than anthropocentric values.Like
Ehrlich they begin by noticing.In "Being in Nature" Michael
Castro writes that "a recurrent theme [in Snyder's] poems and
essays is the need for modern Americans to return to the
perception of the earth...a renewal of natural perception" (132).
As if describing noticing itself, Castro says Snyder's work
reflects "an acute awareness of living nature, a sense of
intelligence to be found there, and a respectful, observant,
participatory relationship" (132).Berry has similar sentiments.
In the epigraph to his book The Wheel, Berry quotes Sir Albert
Howard:"[We] need a more refined perception to recognize
throughout this stupendous wealth of varying shapes and forms
the principle of stability" (Triggs, 284).
One important result of Snyder and Berry's noticing is their
look at exactly what is meant by the term wildness, and what its
implications are.Snyder says the word wild"is like a grey fox
trotting off through the forest, ducking behind bushes, going in16
and out of sight" (Practice of the Wild, 9).He is referring to the
many semantic divisions of the word.It seems the word's
definition changes with every conceivable context, meaning one
thing when talking about plants, another in regard to land, another
for foodcrops, still another for societies and individualsand
even another when describing behavior.It's a hard word to pin
down.In the end, Snyder concludes that wild is defined largely by
what itis not (9), and in the context of ecology, New York City
and Tokyo are definitely not wild (11). He suggests we say
wildness is the collective properties of a wild place, "a place
where the wild potential is fully expressed, [where] a diversity of
living and nonliving beings [are] flourishing according to their
own sorts of order" (12).What is important is that there is
order.Snyder contrasts this orderly conception of wild to the
idea of wild left by philosophers like Thomas Hobbes, that wild
necessarily means "nasty and brutish."On the contrary, Snyder
says wild denotes balance and interdependence.
Snyder and Berry's noticing has led them to argue that the
term wild is not necessarily pejorative.The task they face is
this:because most people don't notice it seems any good
connotation our culture has of Nature concurrently means not
wild.Regarding the word "land" today, Snyder says "'good' is
narrowed to mean land productive of a small range of favored
cultivars, and thus it favors the opposite of 'wild" (Practice,
79).And in removing ourselves from the wild, Berry says, we are17
left with a world where "the air isunfit to breathe, the water is
unfit to drink, the soil is washing away, the cities are violent and
the countryside neglected" (Home Economics, 20). So the work of
Snyder and Berry, first, affirms that what is wild in our culture
is rapidly disappearing, and second, makes a case that whatever
our future path, a re-assimilation of our wildness is imperative.
In "Getting Along with Nature,"Berry says we cannot live
apart from the wild."A condition that is purely human is not
good for people to live in, and people do not want to live for very
long in it" (Berry, Home, 6).Snyder agrees; "our bodies are wild":
the involuntary quick turn of our heads at a shout, the heart-in-
the-throat in a moment of danger, these, says Snyder, are animal
responses, proof that deep within ourselves we are wild
(Practice, 16).Once we acknowledge this, according to Berry, we
may renew the question of whether or not our (human)
relationship with nature must necessarily be an adversarial one
(Home, 9).
In "Preserving Wildness," Berry goes into some detail about
this proposition and makes some pragmatic assertions (Home,
138).It might be boiled down to a kind of syllogism this way:
We essentially live in a vast wilderness [the Earth], in
which we occupy only a tiny space and play only a tiny part.
There does exist the possibility that we can live more or
less in harmony with our native wilderness.
Therefore to use or not use nature [wisely] is a choice that18
is available to us.
Thus, for Berry we are a part of a world that is essentially wild,
and how we treat that world will be reflected in how it treats us.
Snyder summarizes the point aphoristically:wilderness is "not a
place to visit,itis home" (7).
Certainly Snyder and Berry have reached the third stage of
noticing, that a moral law radiates from the center of everything
natural, for they argue there is more to ecology than just
conservation and pragmatic thinking.Our misinterpretation of
the wild is a spiritual predicament as well, says Berry (Home,
139).Snyder goes a step further in callingit a "problem of the
self-seeking human ego" (Practice, 92), meaning we need to
consider the wild as more than merely an object, a thing created
solely for human use and consumption; instead, the wild
collectivelyis a living creature that can be harmed.
There are two important ideas intertwined inthis thinking.
First, human beings are only part of a larger whole, an ecosystem
made up of diverse members, living and non-living, including
inanimate members, for instance rocks and water.This is what
Leopold argues.Second, this larger whole does more than merely
exist; it somehow has a living mind or soul of its own and can be
regarded as a sentient being.This the subject of Deep Ecology.
Of course when terms like living soul and sentient being
enter discourse, many people feel a kind of instinctive danger
signal."This is occult," is one reaction, occult meaning false,19
superficial, or impulsive.Christopher Manes says such
"spiritual" words are problematic because they have become
closely associated with New Age ideology and its patina of
Eastern religiosity (119).Admittedly thisis sometimes the case.
But have nature writers been pushed to adopting this vocabulary?
Deep Ecologists argue that terms like soul and spiritual are
necessary in confronting a "dominant worldview of technocratic-
industrial societies which regards humans as isolated and
fundamentally separate from the rest of nature, as superior to,
and in charge of, the rest of creation" (Devall and Sessions, 65).
Ithink Berry would object that, although this may be the
true, terms like sentient being are so abstract they become
useless; too many writers, he says, have an "abstract passion
that is desperate and useless exactly to the extent that itis
abstract" (Frost, 99).But of course there is a deeper and more
spiritual approach to Nature, the belief thatas an inclusive part
of Naturein harming it we only harm ourselves (Devall and
Sessions, 65).This is what Deep Ecology's founder, Arne Naess,
argued. We have become increasingly obsessed with the idea of
dominance over nonhuman nature (Devall and Sessions, 66).
Writers like Ehrlich confirm this with experience by simply
looking up at the night sky.The problem is that Nature writers
live in a peculiar time when using terms like living soul and
sentient beinga vocabulary used to combat materialist thinking
often leaves them sounding like alchemists or court jesters.20
Yet, Devall and Sessions think this is a risk worth taking.
Unlike traditional philosophy's approach to animals and natural
objectsDescartes' manner of ruling them out of ethical bounds
(Nash, 122)Deep Ecology goes beyond a narrowly scientific
understanding of reality and advocates that the spiritual and the
material aspects of reality be fused together (Devall and
Sessions, 66).The Earth is a "household," and "all things in the
biosphere have an equal right to live and blossom and to reach
their individual forms of unfolding and self realization" (67).
Every form of life has a right to function normally in the
ecosystem (Nash, 146).
Deep Ecologists also believe we are obligated to think
ecologically becauseby virtue of our very existencewe are
participating in a life larger than our own, a spirituallife made
up of all existences, a kind of "intelligence."Snyder shares such
a perspective, and, in the following passage, illustrates the
profound effect of just one person doing such a simple thing as
walking through the woods.
The world is watching:one cannot walk through a meadow
or forest without a ripple of report spreading out from
one's passage. The thrush darts back, the jay squalls, a
beetle scuttles under the grasses, and the signal is passed
along.Every creature knows when...a human [is] strolling.
The information passed through the system is intelligence.
(Practice, 19)
In Mind and Nature, Gregory Bateson says it is this same kind of
intelligence that enables a crab to move:"The anatomy of a crab21
isrepetitive and rhythmical.Itislike music, repetitive with
modulation....[So] a flow of information is possible from front to
rear (10).Bateson's point is that a small crab is a collection of
parts uniting to create a functioning whole.Similarly, above,
Snyder says an ecosystem is alive because allits parts affect the
whole."To speak of wilderness is to speak of wholeness" Snyder
says (Practice, 12).This is the fundamental tenet of Deep
Ecology, that humans are more than inhabitants of the Earth, they
are a part of its "natural rhythms and flow"(Devall and
Sessions, 68).
Like Emerson, Snyder is intrigued by this possibility of
transcendence.In defense of a spiritual approach to ecology he
asks, "Why should the peculiarities of human consciousness be
the narrow standard by which other creatures are judged?[He
then quotes the Zen philosopher, Dogen,] 'Whoever told people that
Mind means thoughts, opinions, ideas, and concepts?Mind means
trees, fence posts, tiles, and grasses" (Practice, 20).Berry boils
down what Snyder and Deep Ecologists might call a theory of
consciousness to a matter of simple integrity; he says itlike any
farmer would (giving up the profound power of a Zen koan, but
perhaps gaining intimacy):"A proper human sound...is one that
allows other sounds to be heard" (Home, 16).He puts it more
explicitly:
If humans want wildness to be possible, then they have to
make it possible.If balance is the ruling principle and a
stable balance the goal, then, for humans, attaining this22
goal requires a consciously chosen and deliberately made
partnership with nature.(14-15)
Berry says we must begin a new way of thinking, one with a
spiritual recognition that we are a part of a live, thinking, feeling
world.So there is work to be done.But we must begin this work
at home, with our particular efforts."For human beings, the
spiritual and the practical are, and should be, inseparable," Berry
says (149).And so we must act out of proud anonymity.
In the end, Snyder, Deep Ecologists, and Berry are all
essentially concerned with one thing:that our obsession with the
idea of dominance is becoming a part of the human spirit, and that
this problem deservesdemandsour attention (Devall and
Sessions, 66).At the core all their advice is not about nature or
the wild at all.It's about us.It's about morality and whether or
not we are willing to take responsibility for what we do.Snyder,
Berry, and Deep Ecologists suggest following a minority tradition:
focus on personal growth within a small community and select a
path that cultivates ecological consciousness while protecting
the ecological integrity of a place (Devall and Sessions, 3).
This thinking has introduced the notion of a "bioregion"
(Devall and Sessions, 21), which gives importance to natural
systems and puts responsibility on local people to protect those
natural systems.In a bioregion local communities share a "letit
be" attitude toward the native plants and animals, and make
decisions about individual and communal actions with the
integrity of natural processes in mind (22).Above all, the23
composing notion isspirit, regardless of whether itis Christian,
Buddhist, Native American, or any other.
Snyder describes something similar in his work.He is
convinced that in a bioregional way of thinking,we "make
intimate contact with the real world, the self" (Practice, 94).
Snyder also shows that the notion of a bioregion actually takes
historical precedence over our modern worldview, but that the
connection of spiritual thinking to the land has been resisted by
the dominant culture and the courts (81).
Berry, too, describes something like a bioregion ina chapter
of Home Economics entitled "A Defense of the Family Farm."
Berry calls people who livein a bioregional way "artists"
because of the spiritual value in what they do (Home, 167).But
like Snyder, he points out that, asa nation, we lack this kind of
spirituality in our living and are economically destroying local
enterprises that have the environment in mind.Our nation, he
says, has a get big or get out attitude (170).
In light of the ideas of Snyder, Berry and Deep Ecologists,I
think a spiritual approach to ecologyseems best because it isn't
big or abstract or occult at all, and can be reduced to the actions
and attitudes of each individualof each ofus.Spiritual thinking
is simply humility and responsibility put into practice.
Ecotheologian Conrad Bonifazi callsit developing an "ecological
conscience," arguing that we need an ecological conscienceas
well as a social one (Nash, 106).But Berry says it well in this:24
"Make a home. Help make a community. Be loyal to what you've
made" (Frost, 104).Similarly, Snyder says "settle in and take
responsibility and pay attention" (McLean, 138).
Ultimately, a spiritual way of looking at the world is the
result of noticing.I'd describe it as a deliberate shift in your
attention.Gretel Ehrlich says it this way:
Keenly observed, the landscape is engorged with detail,
every movement onit chillingly sharp...I've noticed that
melting snowbanks hiss and rot, viperous, then drip into
calm pools where ducklings hatch. (7)
This kind of attention, taking the time to watch snow melt,
enables Ehrlich to articulate the spatial changes in our
environment with whichI began this section.But a spiritual
outlook can also be as simple as stopping to look at a garden toad:
somehow a toad leads to a lot of insight about a lot of other
things.If you look long enough, as George Orwell does, "the toad
[itself] has a spiritual look" (474).More than just a toad, Orwell
sees "the [whole] phenomenon of spring" (475).
For Emerson and Leopold this kind of focused attention
somehow leads to understanding and ethical guidance."When one
comes to see," says Ross-Bryant, "one's perceptions and values
are changed" (341).For instance, Wendell Berry writes:
...WhileI was using a team of horses to mow a small
triangular hillside pasture that is bordered on two sides by
trees,I was suddenly aware of wings close behind me.It
was a young red-tailed hawk, who flew up into a walnut25
tree.I mowed on to the turn and stopped the team....I could
see every feather distinctly, claw and beak and eye, creamy
dawn of breast.(Home, 13)
Even if pressed, Berry couldn't shoot this hawk because hisway
of seeing prevents him.Berry describes the mystery of hearing
wings, and suddenly perks up when a hawk might present itself.
He sees the hawk in a walnut treenot justany tree.And he sees
every feather distinct, claws and beak and eyes, the creamy dawn
of breast.Surely not everyone has had the opportunity tosee a
hawk this close, but I would wager many more who have didn't
notice it in the same way Berry did.Perhaps they even shot it.
One way to begin noticing things differently,as Berry and
Ehrlich do, is to think of the environment aroundyou as art, a
painting, a sculpture, a photographwhateveryou like.Observed
this way the world is immediately transformed.Imagine the
following passage by Snyder, imagine...
One July walking down from the headwaters of the
Koyukuk River in the Brooks Range of Alaska...look into the
realm of Da II (mountain) sheep...dozens ofsummer sheep
[stand] out white against green:playing, napping, eating,
butting, circling, sitting, dozing in their high smoothed out
beds on ledges....Dall Sheep see mountainsDogen might
sayas a "palace or pavilion."(Practice, 108)
Now, being there, seeing these sheep right in front ofyou
playing, napping, eating, butting, circling,sitting, dozingit's
easy to envision this scene as a painting by Monet: sheep done in
the impressionist mode, just as Snyder describes them, white26
against green. You can imagine such a thing from this passage
because Snyder has noticed these sheep. He tells us sheep see
their mountain as a "pavilion"; he knows this because his
attention is attuned to their beauty.This way of seeing is
valuable because Snyderor anyone who has noticed sheepwould
findit hard to favor legislation which would allow a power plant
to be built on that pavilion, or a factory put in upstream that
dumps contaminants into the flock's drinking water.
It's as if noticing is teacher. Ithink writers would agree
the act of writing is a teacher.Good writers notice their
environment:they have to to write it down.ButIthink the
simple act of noticing is important itself, independently of
writingas well as something everyone can do. Ithink Ehrlich,
Snyder, and Berry would even argue that there are a lot of nature
writers who need to notice more.Certainly they would agree
there is more at stake than just writing about nature:there is
the task of earning back our place within it, our interdependence.
For them, it begins by noticing.First, we must notice the world
around us; then, we must pay attention to our thinking and our
actions.In Confessions of an Eco-Warrior, Dave Foreman
articulatesit this way:"We must feel the tug of the moon, hear
goose music overhead...[and] we must dare to love, to feel for
something" (5).27
Noticing and Contemporary Nature Poetry
The world,I have come to believe, is a very queer place, but
we have been part of this queerness for so long that we tend
to take it for granted. We rush to and fro like Mad Hatters
upon our peculiar errands, all the time imagining our
surroundings to be dull.
Loren Eiseley
from The Immense Journey
I have argued that Emerson and Leopold advocate an aesthetic
basis with which we may view nature that leads to a system of
ethical values; this I've called noticing.I've also shown that
several contemporary nature writers describe a similar
framework of ecological thinking.Now I want to argue that in
their poetry Gary Snyder, Mary Oliver, A. R. Ammons and Wendell
Berry also advocate a "moral framework."
Let me begin with this distinction between poetry and
prose:while prose shows us a way of seeing, poetry is that way
of seeing; poetry is prose boiled down to its essentials. We both
gain and lose some things in this reduction.In poetry the value of
the experience rendered is lost; we are denied the process by
which the essayist coaxes meaning from an image.But poetry
gains the power of the image stark, unexplained, left to suggest.
This "starkness" is something contemporary nature poets have
inherited from the turn of the century Imagists who held that
good poetry relies on vivid, concrete imagerynot sentimental28
introspection.The Imagists advocated an abandoning of
conventional poetic versification and insisted on curtailed,
concentrated form and the use of common language.But the
imagists were concerned with more than form alone.Imagist T. E.
Hulme says poets should turn their eyes from searching the
horizon to examining their feet (de Chasca, 63).He claimed the
poet should strive to "deliberately stand still,hover, and think
himself into" his [or her] subject. (Coffman, 51).In short, Hulme
advocates that the poet deal with immediate reality.The poetsI
will look at here consider an ecological crisis their "immediate
reality."And asIsee it, they work toward helping us understand
our relationship with nature by directing our attention toit.
Snyder, Oliver, Ammons, and Berry want us to "stand still, hover,
and think" ourselves into our environment.
Charles Molesworth writes that "much of Gary Snyder's
work involves the establishment of an alternative vision...Indeed
much of the weight of [his] work's total force hinges on just this
redefinition" (3).Snyder's work is particularly pertinent to my
discussion of noticing because, as for Emerson and Leopold, "the
physical dimension of the vision remains a crucial one.The
vision arises from experience but does not rest there, as it
attempts to transform experience into wisdom" (Molesworth, 7).
Snyder's poems are always grounded by a "concentration of
sensory attention" (12), a characteristicIhave already said goes
back to the Imagists.Snyder's poems look closely at trout, deer,29
quail, dolphins, manzanita, mushrooms, berries, flowers, trees,
and reflect an acute awareness of living nature (Castro, 132).
Patrick Murphy has said Snyder "emphasizes a perceptual rebirth"
(69).
In "The Real Work," from his collection Turtle Island (32),
Snyder writes about what he sees while canoeing past Alcatraz,
around Angel Island. He begins:
sea-lions and birds,
sun through fog
flaps up and lolling,
looks you dead in the eye.
sun haze;
a long tanker riding light and high.
This poem begins like a riddle.Reading alongsea-lions, birds,
fog, sun hazethe last line is unexpected.An oiltanker? The
tanker is anomalous in an otherwise wild landscape.Snyder
continues:
sharp wave choppy line
interface tide-flows
seagulls sit on the meeting
eating;
we slide by white-stained cliffs.
With the exception of the canoers themselves, who are observing
for us, the tanker is the only image in the poem that is not wild;
it clashes with the rest of the poem.An oiltanker is a dirty
image.The petroleum grime discords with white waves, fog, and
seabirds.Imagine Snyder's poem as an etching, a heavily
charcoaled black oil tanker in an otherwise white print, birds and30
sea-lions drawn merely as outlines and taking on the white of the
paper. Human presence here stands out.Snyder is suggesting the
oiltanker's illusory gracefulness with "ridinglight and high," the
way the tanker undulates on the ocean as birds and sea-lions do.
We might even begin to think the tanker belongs in this setting.
But the last lines of the poem confirm that it does not.
the real work.
washing and sighing,
sliding by.
On one level "the real work" is the natural work, the
unchangeable work:waves must interface tideflows; seagulls
must eat.These are the repetitive cycles of nature.Yet the oil
tanker is different.Its task is to confiscate oil from a bioregion
and move it (imagine the Exxon Valdez):oil tankers alter biotic
communities.In this sense the oiltanker's work is anything but
real;itis artificial, set apart from the rest of the poem.On
another level, Devall and Sessions say "the real work" is "the
work of really looking at ourselves, of becoming more real...the
work of cultivating ecological consciousness" (8).For Devall and
SessionsDeep Ecologiststhis means "becoming more aware of
the actuality of rocks, wolves, trees, and rivers" (8).And this is
Snyder's intention in "The Real Work," to make us more aware of
sea-lions, seabirds, and white waves by showing them in contrast
to an oiltanker.
"Pine Tree Tops" (Turtle, 33) is a poem much like "The Real
Work." Snyder sets up a series of images that he comments on in31
the last line.He is directing our attention, helping us to notice.
[I]n the blue night
frost haze, the sky glows
with the moon
pine tree tops
bend snow-blue, fade
intosky, forest,starlight.
the creak of boots.
rabbit tracks, deer tracks,
what do we know.
The first six lines show us the wild, pristine, peaceful, somehow
church-like.There is no conscioushumanpresence until "the
creak of boots."In fact, for me, a calm, peaceful winter is
suddenly broken by human presence. Someone is hunting:boots,
rabbit tracks, deer tracks.Snyder might have stopped here.The
opposition between human and wild is set-up.The point is made.
But in the last line"what do we know"--Snydersays something
more.I see a restatement of the interdependence argument made
by him and Berry:in setting ourselves apart from the wild, we
have become inferior toit.After all, the hunter has found only
tracks, no prey.
In "For Nothing" (Turtle, 34) Snyder pushes this pointeven
further, suggesting that we have removed ourselves from the wild
to the extent that we have forgotten what wild is.
Earth a flower
a phlox on the steep
slopes of light
hanging over the vast solid spaces
small rottencrystals;32
salts.
Again, the poem begins with an accumulation of images.Snyder
gives us a sense of place. He continues:
Earth a flower
by a gulf where a raven
flaps by once
a glimmer, a color
forgotten as all
falls away.
The image of the flower is repeated here in the second stanza
(and again in the next stanza) because itis the poem's subject.
Think of the poem as a movie. As it progresses, thecamera
zooms in on this particular detail of the wild, this flower,
showing us its "glimmer."But, as Snyder shows in the next
stanza, the subject isironically insignificant;it"falls away"
unrecognized.
A flower
for nothing;
an offer;
no taker;
This is a poem about our failure to notice.Snyder is making the
same point about this flower that Ehrlich made about the Montana
sky:no one is paying attention to it.And the last line of the
poem is almost admonishing, a list of other things we don't
notice, three other things that are simply...beautiful.
Snow-trickle,feldspar,dirt.
In these poems, Snyder is attempting to teach us how to "see."In
an interview he says, simply, "not to let yourself be the main33
character of what you're thinking" (Martin, 167).Once when
asked how he writes, Snyder responded that "watchfulness" was
central to his poetry (Steuding, 26).As he writes in "On 'As for
Poets" (Turtle, 113):
Delight is the innocent joy arising
with the perception and realization of
the wonderful, empty, intricate,
inter-penetrating
mutually embracing, shining
single world...
Because he notices Snyder seems to be inside nature, interacting
with it,rather than outside talking about it (Murphy, 132).His
poetry is dense and object-like and yet contains the possibility of
energized transitions to other states of awareness (Molesworth,
46).
In considering Snyder's poetry there are inevitable
comparisons to be made with Mary Oliver's work.In many of the
poems in her collection Twelve Moons, she, like Snyder, addresses
our relationship to the wild:that we aresomehow, underneath
wild creatures, and yet we are not part of the wild.But Oliver's
poetry aligns her more with spiritual ecofeminists like Elizabeth
Dodson Gray.Gray writes that "[humankind's] problem is the
great confusion in our thinking between our being 'unique' as a
species and our being 'superior" (10).Gray calls this the "king-
of-the forest syndrome" (11), and, like Oliver, shows that such an
"illness" is cured by noticing:34
It seemed pitch-black asI stepped out of the lighted room
onto the blackened porch facing the water....I could hear the
lovely sounds of the shore at night...the slurp-slosh of the
tide...the gentle sad sound of gulls calling...the damp smell
of the sea and rain breathed around me as I sat and listened
and watched...the tide and rain and the gulls...we were in
dialogue.(27)
"Dialogue" here is just the term necessary to describe Oliver's
relationship to the wild in her poetry.Because itis more
informal, the word "conversation" would failto communicate the
mystical element of Oliver's work, and at its most intense,
Oliver's poetry does celebrate the primitive, mystical visions of
our consciousness (Mc New, 75).But "dialogue" is especially
appropriate here because noticing is a kind of "dialogue" between
nature and observer.
In "Entering the Kingdom" (21) Oliver considers two things:
first, how wildlife might perceive us (as outsiders), and second
in a dream or visionthe possibility of being part of the wild
again.Oliver begins:
The crows see me.
They stretch their glossy necks
In the tallest branches
Of green trees...
Immediately, as if they are sentries or guardians, the crows are
on alert at human presence; for, as the next few lines explain,
humans are always a potential threat to the wild.
...I am possibly dangerous, I am
Entering the kingdom.
Oliver might have said "Entering their kingdom."She is obviously35
referring to the animal kingdom (of which we are outsiders).But
"kingdom" also evokes the Kingdom of Heaven.The light imagery
in the following passage validates this.What follows is a kind of
dream sequence where Oliver explores the possibility of becoming
wild again, abolishing the dichotomy between humankind and the
wild.
The dream of my life
Is to lie down by a slow river
And stare at the light in the trees
To learn something by being nothing
A little while but the
rich lens of attention.
The light through the trees suggests something pure or proper
about the dream revealed and sets the mood in the poem for the
type of vision Oliver has, light being archetypically symbolic of
wisdom and balance.But the consciousness Oliver wants to
attain is a non-consciousness, to become oblivious of the human
predicament as alien to the wild."The rich / lens of attention"
is consciousness reduced to perception.This is a contemporary
restatement of Emerson's transparent eye-ball.Emerson writes:
"I become a transparent eye-ball.I am nothing.I see all.The
currents of the Universal Being circulate through me" (13).
In the dream section Oliver is expressing her desire to
reintegrate herself into the wild, to have the condolences of the
staring crows.Yet, ultimately we are left with our predicament
as itis, outsiders of the wild, or as Oliver will finish, "no
dreamer, / no eater of leaves":36
But the crows puff their feathers and cry
Between me and the sun,
And I should go now.
They know me for what I am.
No dreamer,
No eater of leaves.
Here Oliver attempts to unite two contraries:we are wild, and
yet we are not wild.This is a problem Snyder grapples with.He
says "When an ecosystem is fully functioning, all the members
are present at the assembly.To speak of wildness is to speak of
wholeness" (Snyder, Practice, 12).Looking at the above passage
with Snyder's quote in mind, Oliver's crows seem to testify that
human beings have come out of that wholeness.
In "Sleeping in the Forest" (3) Oliver considers the idea
that perhaps we weren't always such paradoxical creatures, wild
and yet not wild.As in the previous poem this is explored in a
kind of dream sequence.Oliver begins by reuniting us with our
former relationship to nature.
Ithought the earth
remembered me, she
took me back so tenderly arranging
her dark skirts, her pockets
full of lichens and seeds...
We are immediately taken in by the archetypal Mother Earth,
"dark skirts" evoking images of dense healthy forests, "lichens
and seeds" being what we find there.These are images of life,
fertility, and growth.Interpreted by an evolutionist, thisis the
wild home of our primitive ancestors in their more-animal-than-37
human stage.Or from a creationist's standpoint, we are once
again as Adam was in the Garden of Eden before eating from the
tree of knowledge.Regardless of which stance we take, the poem
removes us from the present, setting up the next stanzathe
dream sequence.
...I slept
as never before, a stone
on the riverbed, nothing
between me and the white fire of the stars
but my thoughts, and they floated
light as moths among the branches
of the perfect trees...
Again Oliver uses light imagery:"the fire of the stars," and
"light [white] as moths." Is she exploring the feeling humankind
might have had when it was still part of the wild, living in proper
balance?Her use of "perfect" to describe the trees would
confirm this.And these metaphysical subtleties carry through to
the next few lines in her use of "kingdom."
...Allnight
Iheard the small kingdoms breathing
around me, the insects, and the birds
who do their work in darkness...
Here as in "Entering the Kingdom," Oliver uses "kingdom" in a
double sense:the Divine Kingdomwith overtones from the
previous stanzaand the natural kingdom as the word appears in
context.In the next lines water imagery (archetypically
representing purity) performs the same function as the light did
previously, attributing to the wild a feeling of spirit,divinity.38
...All nightIrose and fell, as ifin water, grappling
with a luminous doom.By morning
I had vanished at least a dozen times
into something better.
In this poem, Oliver is trying to explain her relationship with the
world, just as Ehrlich does.The "something better" is harmony
withinstead of discord withthe wild.Perhaps "Sleeping in the
Forest" is even an objective correlative for "interdependence"
(objective correlative being T. S. Eliot's term for the set of
objects, situations, or chain of events that represents an idea or
emotion in a poem).A dream about reentering the wild, "Sleeping
in the Forest" is the notion of interdependence being played out in
a narrative form.Oliver and the wild become characters in a kind
of play about their differences.
As Isaid, an important note to make about Oliver is her
interest in the wild as a spiritual entity.Janet Mc New has
written that Oliver's work "exemplifies the dramatic
concentration on a mystical closeness to the natural world"
(Mc New, 61).In both "Sleeping in the Forest" and "Entering the
Kingdom," Oliver's use of language and imagery suggest at least
two spiritual connections.First, as an American poet,Ithink
Oliver is drawing on our Calvinist heritage.Ross-Bryant points
out it was as God's "chosen people" that early Puritans undertook
the errand into the wilderness, coming to a new world.And
Puritans could become part of the community only after an
individual experience of God's grace.In the new world, the39
wilderness often served as the place where the individual
encountered God (342) (Ross-Bryant points to the writings of
Anne Bradstreet and Jonathan Edwards as examples).Oliver's
"Sleeping in the Forest" could easily be seen as a reenactment of
that ritual encounter with God.
A second spiritual connection is between Oliver and Deep
Ecologists.The following passage from Devall and Sessions helps
in interpreting both "Sleeping in the Forest" and "Entering the
Kingdom."
...we may not need something new [to solve ecological
problems], but need to reawaken something very old, to
reawaken our understanding of Earth wisdom.In the
broadest sense, we need to accept the invitation to the
dancethe dance of humans, plants, animals, the Earth.(ix)
For Oliver, "I[ying] down by a slow river" and "vanish[ing] at least
a dozen times into something better" are part of this dance.Her
poems, like Ehrlich's essays, are attempts to rediscover our place
in the wild.As Linda Lancione Moyer writes, Oliver "exposes in
an unguarded, straightforward, delicate way, elements of a
spiritual quest and discovery" (454).
A. R. Ammons is a modern poet who might be compared to
both Oliver and Snyder.In reading "Bees Stopped" for instance,I
am reminded of blunt, scant poems like Snyder's "Pine Tree Tops"
and "For Nothing." On the other hand, "Gravelly Run" is a poem
that portrays the wild as something spiritual, the strategy Oliver
uses.At times Ammons appears to be testing transcendental40
ideas, like Oliver; at other times, he seems more interested in the
journal-like recording of the world around himSnyder's strategy.
But regardless of the style, his poems are clearly about two
things:the wild and noticing.Ammons says "A poem is a walk,"
and he looks closely at everything:vegetation, small animals, the
minute shifts of wind and weather and light (Gottesman, 242).In
fact, Ammons looks to the same harmony between human nature
and the underlying spirit of the universe that Emerson does
(Reiman, 29).David Kalstone has said Ammons' poems are
"Emersonian" because they "reach openly for transcendence"
(105).
"Gravelly Run" (11) begins with some thinking aloud about
really noticingthe world around you.
Idon't know somehow it seems sufficient
to see and hear whatever coming and going is,
losing the self to the victory
of stones and trees,
of bending and sandpit lakes, crescent
round groves of dwarf pine:
This poem is already giving itself away as more "Oliverian" than
"Snyderesque."Oliver is interested in the same loss of self in
"Sleeping in the Forest."
for itis not so much to know the self
as to know it as itis known
by galaxy and cedar cone,
as if birth has never found it
and death could never end it
This second stanza is about what we gain by forgetting ourselves41
and paying attention to the landscape.In "Entering the Kingdom,"
Oliver calledit"learn[ing] something by being nothing / A little
while but the / rich lens of attention."Maybe Ammons has
resolved what Snyder (in his prose) calls the "problem of the
self-seeking human ego."The next two stanzas would confirm
this; they are the writing of relentless concentration:
the swamp's slow water comes
down Gravelly Run fanning the long
stone-held algal
hair and narrowing roils between
the shoulders of the highway bridge:
holly grows on the banks in the woods there,
and the cedars' gothic-clustered
spires could make
green religion in winter bones
At this point, Ammons is content with description, letting the
images control the poem. And the rhythm and languageare
upbeat, inspiring.But the nextanomalously shortstanza breaks
thispattern.
so Ilook and reflect, but the air's glass
jail seals each thinginits entity:
The "but" here signals a problem."Jail" defines the mood change.
This is the same move Oliver made with the dream stage of her
poemsa quick, unexpected turn.
no use to make any philosophies here:
I see no god in the holly, hear no song from
the snowbroken weeds:Hegel is not the winter
yellow in the pines:the sunlight has never
heard of trees...42
The reference to Hegel here controls the meaning of this stanza.
Hegel, the German idealist philosopher who made the dialectical
method famous, also did extensive writing on the philosophy of
nature. Ithink Ammons is referring to Hegel's theory of Absolute
Mind.For Hegel, the Absolute Mind is something that defies
embodiment and remains forever beyond and behind sensible
forms.Itis a kind of "intelligence" embodied inall of nature.
Absolute Mind is the idea that God is not something grander and
more powerful than the natural world; God is manifest in the
world, and connects all things.This is similar to what Emerson
had in mind in Nature, as well as what Deep Ecologists advocate.
But in the stanza above, Ammons denies Hegel's theory:"I see no
god in the holly," "Hegel is not the winter yellow in the pines."
And in the next few lines Ammons tells us why, in his view,
Hegel's theory isincorrect:
...surrendered self among
unwelcoming forms:stranger,
hoist your burdens, get on down the road.
The "forms" here are the natural forms:holly, cedars, and the
swamp described in the previous few stanzas, but the poet is
"unwelcome" among these forms; he is a "stranger."Ammons is
articulating the absence of Absolute Mind, his disconnectedness
with nature.This is the predicament Oliver was inin "Entering
the Kingdom,"the crows puffing their feathers at her, stretching
their glossy necks to watch her. Ammons chooses to end his poem
on this note, our displacement from the wild:"stranger, / hoist43
your burdens, get on down the road."He successfully finds the
words and images to express where an anthropocentric view of
nature will lead us (Reiman, 23).
So in "Gravelly Run" Ammons gives us the melancholy
scenario of a world he is not a part of.This is the world Deep
Ecologists argue will be the end of us, a world where humans are
set apart from nature.Yet in another poem, Ammons gives an
alternative."Bees Stopped" is a poem more in the style of
Snyder's work.
Bees stopped on the rock
and rubbed their headparts and wings
rested then flew on:
ants ran over the whitish, greenish, reddish,
plants that grow flat on rocks
and people never see
because nothing should grow on rocks:
Ammons pushes us to look past the ordinary, to challenge our
preconceptions of beauty.Like Deep Ecologists, he asks us to
notice what we haven't noticed before, "the whitish, greenish,
reddish, / plants that...people never see."The poem continues:
I looked out over the lake
and beyond to the hills and trees
and nothing was moving
so Ilooked closely
along the lakeside
under the old leaves of rushes
and around clumps of dry grass
and life was everywhere
soIwent on sometimes whistling
Like Snyder, Ammons steps into the poem only briefly.All else is44
description, attention to detail."Winter Scene" (54) is even
more minimalist.The poem is reduced completely to description.
In fact, the poem is a kind of extended haiku in that the poet is
hardly present at all, and the last line takes an unexpected turn.
There is now not a single
leaf on the cherry tree:
except when the jay
plummets in,lights and
in pure clarity, squalls:
then every branch
quivers and
breaks out in blue leaves.
The poet merely reports that a blue jay lands in a bare cherry
tree, and is followed by a larger group of blue jays.Yet the way
Ammons describes the flurry of landing blue jays"every branch /
quiver[ing] and breaking] out in blue leaves"it is obvious he is
noticing.Nathan A. Scott Jr. writes that in meditations such as
"Winter Scene" and "Bees Stopped"which seem to be simple
constructionsAmmons actually sees the "incalculable
complexity and inexhaustibility" of "all the finite things of
earth" (721).Scott sees Ammons "savor[ing] the full-fledged
otherness of the immediate gives of experience...testifying to
their own finitude by their silent allusions to a transfinite
dimension within themselves" (721).True perhaps, but Scott
makes this statement more memorably in this:"[Ammons] is a
poet who convinces us...to be radically amazed by that surplusage45
of meaning that may be found in a garden slug or a spider weaving
its web" (721).
Donald Reiman has written that "what differentiates A. R.
Ammons and a number of other contemporary poets (including,
prominently, Gary Snyder...) from their Romantic and modernist
predecessors is that their primary philosophical orientationthe
ground of their values...[resides] in the nonhuman,
unselfconscious operation of natural processes" (23).So nature,
the wild, is the source of their thinking and their poetry.Rather
than an intelligent God (theism or deism), Mankind (humanism) or
the self (egoism) providing the ultimate ground of values,
Ammons and Snyder's philosophical perspectives accord every
creature its own identity and value within the economy of nature
(Reiman, 23).I agree with Reiman but would like to include
Wendell Berry as this kind of thinker.
Berry's respect for nature and his understanding of its
implications for culture have reminded readers of Thoreau
(Nibbelink, 129).In fact, much of Berry's writing has also been
done in a rebuilt cabin (132).But whereas Thoreau could still lay
claim to America's newness and find init reason for destructive
materialism, Berry belongs to a generation long past such
innocence (131).He realizes that flowers cannot compete with
nuclear reactors (Cornell, 62).So Berry has made himself the
kind of poet who finds the creation of good literature inseparable
from the creation of a good life (Triggs, 280).But because Berry46
notices, his ideals extend beyond the cultivation of the mind and
body and include the ecological environment (Strawman, 61).
I'll look at two poems from Berry's volume The Country of
Marriage.Let me preface by saying that throughout the collection
marriage is used as an analogy for the ways people should relate
to their world.The values implicit in this metaphor are those
values shared in the husband-wife relationship:commitment and
community.Berry is arguing that these relationships represent,
both literally and metaphorically, the values from which our
culture has strayed (Cornell, 63).He uses metaphoric language to
lay before us the interconnections of the family, land, and
community (64).
Consider "The Wild Geese" (Country, 24), a poem not about
marriage itself, but about the values implicit in marriage.
Horseback on Sunday morning,
harvest over, we taste persimmon
and wild grape, sharp sweet
of summer's end.In time's maze
over the fall fields, we name names
that rest on graves. We open
a persimmon seed to find the tree
that stands in promise,
pale, in the seed's marrow.
Here in the first half of this poem, Berry invokes two important
ideas.First, history or the past, the names that rest on graves.
Second, the future, the persimmon seed, pale in the seed's
marrow, waiting to sprout and grow.Continued evolution is at
stake here.The poem's images are not complex: graves represent47
death; the seed represents life.Berry believes that for both
nature and humankind to continue, humankind must renew a
connection with nature.Here, renewing that connection lies in
noticing the sharp sweet taste of persimmon.The poem
continues:
Geese appear high over us,
pass, and the sky closes. Abandon,
as in love or sleep, holds
them to their way, clear,
in the ancient faith:what we need
is here. And we pray, not
for new earth or heaven, but to be
quiet in the heart, and in eye
clear.What we need is here.
The subject of the poem (as the title suggests) is presented here:
geese.And we are told that what keeps them flying their ritual
migratory path is "ancient faith."Berry makes this instinct an
example for us, "What we need is here."He repeats this line,
"What we need is here," at the end of the poem, to be sure we get
it.What we need, Berry is saying, is the ancient faith that geese
have, their enduring commitment.It might be argued that for
geese this "commitment" is merely instinct.Yet it's something
humans must teach, and be taught.For humans, commitment is
instructed.And for Berry, as in marriage, itall boils down to a
matter of responsibility.Thus, in concordance with Reinman's
statement above, like Ammons and Snyder, Berry uses the wild as
a source for his thinking, a model for values of marriage.In
Thoreau's words, "Hope and the future are not in...towns and48
cities, but in the impervious and quaking swamps" (114).
In "Poem" (Country, 2) Berry makes this same point is about
letting nature be the motivating force in our lives:
Willing to die,
you give up
your will.Keep still
until, moved
by what moves all else,
you move.
"What moves all else" is Berry's phrase for Hegel's Absolute
Mind.Notice the hierarchy Berry sets up:the personal will is
subordinate to the larger will"what moves all else"just as in
Hegel's scheme. A Deep Ecologist might show that Berry has
perfectly described the interconnectedness of everything, how
the World Spirit can move us.But if Berry were to interpret
"Poem" for us,Ithink he'd say it's simply a short-cut, a way of
putting all the ideasIhave discussed so far into two sentences.
"Poem" says something about interdependence, the wild,
transcendence, responsibility, and noticingall at the same time.
It's about what Emerson had in mind when he wrote, "Nature, in
its ministry to man, is not only the material, but the process and
the result" (16). There must be a reciprocal relationship between
nature and humans.
In the introduction to The Amicus Joumafs anthology of
modern American nature poetry, editor Brian Swann writes,"I
hear something like a growing choir [of American nature poets]"
(v).Poetry, Swann says, "once more has a great and noble49
argument, as ambitious as Milton's;if not `to justify the ways of
God to Man,' then to recall [hu]mankind to its proper place in
nature" (vi).This is precisely the project of the poetsIhave
looked at.By helping us to notice, to be more acutely aware of
the world, these poets are stirring things up inside us, hoping our
thoughts will begin to boil and convert.
Nature poetry changes our attitudes about our environment
by including in the scope of our attentionif only just for a
momentthe wild around us.Poems like Oliver's bring a spiritual
plane to life, showing that an understanding of transcendence is
imperative to our understanding of the wild.Ammons' and
Snyder's poems give us a look at the world we have made from a
distance, showing us what the wild actually is.And poems like
Berry's show our proper role in nature, how human responsibility
is tantamount to any understanding of the environment, practical
or spiritual.As Swann says about poets, "Their voice is given by
nature, and they give voice to nature, in the sacred role of
reciprocity"(vi).50
Conclusion
Ihave argued that there is an aesthetic basis with which we may
view nature, and that such a view is important because it
encourages respect for and appreciation of the environment.In
making my argumentIhave drawn exclusively on literary
examples, so it might be objected thatI have slighted the role of
science in noticing.Yet in developing the notion of noticing I had
science particularly in mind; thereforeIwould like to end by
giving an appropriate nod to the role of science in aesthetics and
in the scheme of noticing.
Emerson himself was an avid amateur naturalist and had a
high regard for science."At the time when the Scientific School
was still considered by the [Harvard] college administration to be
something of an impertinence," Emerson was exchanging ideas on
the philosophy of nature with Harvard's first Professor of
Science, Louis Rodolphe Agassiz (Brooks, 84).In fact, on the last
page of a sermon Emerson delivered, he wrote:"Addenda.All
students of natural science [are] simple and amiable men; not
petulant like men of letters" (Pelikan, 28).Emerson sees science
as the natural extension of aesthetic thinking, rather than an
antithesis of the arts.He says when we open any journal of
science and weigh the problems suggested concerning Light, Heat,
Electricity, Magnetism, Physiology, Geology, we "refine" our
understanding of nature (49-50).So for Emerson, the degree with51
which we notice isintensified by scientific understanding.
We can utilize the hummingbird example from chapter one.
Emerson would say we are more likely to have a moral regard for
hummingbirds if,in noticing them, we are already aware that
hummingbird tail and body feathers often have iridescent colors,
their tongues are long and divided, their feet are suited only for
perching on branches (not for walking), they can remain
stationary in mid-air by a sequence of uninterrupted, very rapid,
spiral wing movements and yet they can fly at over a hundred
kilometers an hour.Hummingbirds can even fly backwards.
Emerson's stance is similar to a contemporary school of
thought in environmental theory, "positive aesthetics," which
maintains that scientific knowledge isrequisite to aesthetic
perception.Allen Carlson says scientific information helps us
see beauty where we could not see it before, pattern and harmony
instead of a meaningless jumble (24).Consider the following
passage from Paul Ziff [quoted by Carlson]:
The American alligator [is] not to be confused with a
crocodile.Gators have shorter broader heads and more
obtuse snouts.The fourth enlarged tooth of a gator's lower
jaw fits into a pit formed for itin the upper jaw whereas a
crocodile's fits into an external notch.It helps in viewing a
gator to see it as a gator and not a crocodile.But that
requires knowing something about gators.(26)
Certainly,itis easy to see an alligator's inherent beauty
regardless of any specific knowledge about reptiles.But
Carlson's point is that "grace, majesty, elegance, charm,52
cuteness, delicacy, [and] 'disturbing weirdness" are more
profound when we are informed (27).He considers the example of
a whale:the whale is a graceful and majestic mammal, but what
if we perceived it as a fish?As a fish the rorqual whale would
appear lumbering and clumsy (26).
In A Sand County Almanac, Leopold writes about the crane:
"out on the bog a crane, gulping some luckless frog, springs his
ungainly hulk into the air and flails the morning sun with mighty
wings" (102).Clearly, Leopold is making aesthetic judgements
about cranes.He describes how majestically they fly, and seems
in awe of this.But Leopold's aesthetic judgements here are based
on the following:
When the glacier came down out of the north,
crunching hills and gouging valleys, some ice climbed the
Baraboo Hills and fell back into the outlet gorge of the
Wisconsin River.The swollen waters backed up and formed
a Iake....The shorelines of this old lake are still visible; its
bottom is the bottom of a great marsh.
The lake rose through the centuries, finally spilling
over the east of the Baraboo range.There it cut a new
channel for the river, and thus drained itself.To the
residual lagoons came the cranes...(104)
Leopold's regard for the birds is bound up in an intricate
understanding of their habitat, the knowledge a wildlife
biologist, geologist, or ornithologist might have.Like Carlson,
Leopold advocates that scientific knowledge both promotes and
enhances aesthetic appreciation.
A particularly important point Carlson makesand a good53
one with which to concludeis that aesthetic responses may vary
considerably.Carlson quotes Lilly-Marlene Russow:
Aesthetic value can cover a surprising range of things:a
tiger may be simply beautiful; a blue whale is awe-
inspiring; a bird might be decorative;...[or] a drab little plant
may inspire admiration for the marvelous way it has
adapted to a special environment.(8)
Carlson's point is well taken, that whether you are a biologist
who is captivated by that "drab little plant" adapting to a special
environment, or a child who can simply acknowledge that a tiger
is "simply beautiful,"you are noticing.It's not important what
we notice, but only that we do notice, that "'we feel more than
admiring respect [for nature].Rather, for us, all wild things
become invested with a sense of awe'" (Carlson quoting Kenneth
Simonson, 8).I think Emerson and Leopold would agree.
We must realize aesthetic perception can be the first step
toward an ethical view of nature. We must see a tree's inherent
value. We must have concern and sympathy for wolves, as well as
the desire to protect and preserve them.In Emerson's words:
"Nature [must be] seen and felt as beauty" (24).Look at the night
sky as Ehrlich does. Watch a flock of mountain sheep as Snyder
does, or a hawk as Berry does.We can arrive at biocentric
system values.We can build a "new morality," a new "moral
framework."But this begins by reconsidering our connection to
nature, by noticingour environment.54
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